
TAKEDOWN ANNOUNCES RELEASE 1.7
FACEBOOK INTEGRATION, SCORING AND STATS IMPROVEMENTS

PALO ALTO, CA. September 22, 2014  -  Takedown™, the world’s only full-featured iPad application to score 

and generate performance statistics for scholastic wrestling, now offers live score streaming to Facebook, full 

implementation of all injury-related and riding-time clocks, enhanced digital score board and new advanced 

performance statistics.  Takedown has been downloaded by over 2,800 coaches and wrestling enthusiasts 

worldwide.

 

WRESTLING FAN ENGAGEMENT VIA SOCIAL NETWORKING

Release 1.7, available on the App Store, now streams live scoring to a user’s Facebook page.  This capability 

complements Takedown’s Twitter streaming feature introduced last season.  

Live scoring updates can be posted at the end of each match period or at match conclusion, and can optionally 

include a user-defined #hashtag.  Also, users can simultaneously stream live scoring from Takedown to both 

Facebook and Twitter.  Integrated social networking support is a critical feature for building and engaging 

sports fans.  During the 2013-2014 high school wrestling season, Takedown users posted nearly 9,000 live 

scoring messages on social media. 

CLOCK SUPPORT EASES SCORING TABLE AND REFEREE WORKLOAD

Included in Release 1.7 is a comprehensive implementation of all injury-related and riding-time clocks.  

For high school, Takedown implements wrestler-specific injury, blood and recovery clocks as required by 

National Federation of High Schools (NFHS) rules.  For college, Takedown implements wrestler-specific 

injury, recovery and riding-time, including riding-time advantage, clocks as required by the National Collegiate 

Athletic Association (NCAA) rules.  In addition, Takedown’s scoring interface maintains accumulated clock 

values throughout the match and alerts the user as each clock approaches its maximum value allowed by rule.  

These clocks are also projected onto Takedown’s external scoreboard so that coaches, referees and fans 

are kept informed and engaged.  Many scorers and referees traditionally employ hand held stopwatches or 

wristwatches for tracking various clocks.  Takedown’s implementation eliminates the need for these separate 

and often inaccurate timing devices.

ADVANCED PERFORMANCE STATISTICS

Building on its market-leading inventory of performance statistics, Takedown Release 1.7 offers an in-depth 

view of wrestler performance.  The new Wrestler Profile aggregates statistics from other Takedown reports and 

introduces statistics never before available in wrestling.  For instance, Wrestler Profile displays the probability 

of a wrestler successfully executing a takedown, reverse or escape based on that wrestler’s past performance.  



To date, this type of performance metric has not been available to coaches and athletes and can be used to 

adjust training programs and make better in-match decisions.

"We tested several scoring and stats products, and Takedown came out on top." said Michael Ritter, Head 

Coach, Wauseon High School in Wauseon, Ohio. "Takedown combines simplicity and convenience with rich 

statistics as well as fan engagement via live streaming to social media,” said Ritter. “And, we wanted a native 

iPad app that worked even without an Internet connection”, he added.

AVAILABILITY AND PRICING

Takedown release 1.7 is available for immediate download from the App Store and requires iOS 7.0 or higher.  

Takedown is a free app and includes the ability to score 30 matches.  Additional matches can be purchased for 

ten cents each for high school installations, slightly more for college.

 

ABOUT THE COMPANY

LevelChanger™, founded in 2011, develops applications for the benefit of the scholastic wrestling community, 

including coaches, scorekeepers, event organizers, fans, athletes, parents, sports information directors (SIDs), 

and media.  First available in September 2012 and in its third season, Takedown has been installed by more 

than 2,800 colleges, high schools, middle and elementary schools, and wrestling clubs in the United States, 

Canada and various Department of Defense (DOD) schools in Europe and Japan.

LevelChanger and Takedown are trademarks of LevelChanger, LLC.
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